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LMS Integration for Zoom

CoSo Cloud’s powerful LMS Integration for Zoom 

provides a seamless experience for instructors, students 

and course administrators. Create, manage and launch 

courses via Zoom directly from your LMS environment. 

Zoom’s easy to use UI, combined with the LMS 

integration makes this the ideal solution for instructors to 

be able to quickly and easily launch high-quality virtual 

training sessions.

In addition to hosting classes, our LMS integration service 

offers the unique ability for instructors to schedule 

recurring virtual office hours where students reserve time 

slots, then join directly via your LMS. Instructors can also 

schedule study groups or enable students to self-assign 

and host their own study group. 

Instructors can feel confident that only enrolled students 

have access to the courses and content through secure 

roster management. Instructors and Course Administrators 

will save administrative time through management and 

creation of all classes, assignment, roles, recordings and 

reporting centrally from with your LMS.

Create, manage and launch Zoom meetings 

seamlessly directly from LMS environment

Save administrative time through automatic syncing of 

recordings to your LMS and your desired hosting 

location (Kaltura, Google Storage, etc.)

Customize work flows and features to meet your 

specific unique needs.

Schedule recurring office hours where students can 

reserve time slots directly via LMS UI.

With Single Sign-On, instructors and students 

access sessions via LMS’s UI, avoiding the need to 

remember additional logins or passwords

Empower students to schedule and host individual 

study group sessions

KEY BENEFITS



Single Sign-On

Courses are accessed and launched from the LMS environment with a single click of a button, 

launching Zoom seamlessly in the background, so students don’t need to remember additional logins.

Streamlined Workflow

Instructors create and manage all courses directly from the LMS UI without the need to go back and 

forth between Zoom and the LMS to set up classes, as well as review recording and attendance reports.   

Additionally, for large organizations, instructors can see when time slots are available to avoid 

overlapping critical courses.

Recording Management

Recordings are automatically uploaded to LMS for recording management and viewing, and saved to the 

storage location of choice, including Kaltura and Google Storage. With direct integration to Kaltura’s Video 

Platform, users have the additional flexibility for video playlists to be displayed, renamed, or deleted from 

the LMS.

Roster Security

Map your LMS course roster to automatically create Zoom users and ensure only individuals registered 

in a course can access that session, as well as enable participant roles, video rights and audio settings 

directly from your LMS.

Office Hours Scheduling

Allow instructors to efficiently host reoccurring office hours across multiple courses that students can 

reserve, pre-submit questions and automatically receive appointment notifications.

Study Groups

Teachers can assign and manage assignments for virtual study groups or enable student to schedule and 

host.

Attendance Reports

Analyze Zoom session attendance reports directly within your LMS. Download attendance reports 

in Excel or PDF and easily access valuable user metrics.

CoSo Cloud is a global company based in Oakland, CA with office locations in San Diego, CA and the Washington DC metro area. CoSo 

provides a secure private cloud platform with customized managed and professional services to distributed businesses and government 

agencies engaged in high-consequence virtual training and communication of mission-critical information in real-time. CoSo also offers 

software applications and professional services to customize the virtual engagement environment for customer specific use cases when 

requirements demand more than a virtual meeting. CoSo is an authorized Adobe Connect® Gold partner and a leading eLearning services 

provider.
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